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Over the last four decades, the clothing industry has seen one of the most radical, global transformations of any industry, and Western European clothing companies have been put under strain. To the surprise of industry observers and academics, however, Denmark continues to hold expansive and profitable companies within this industry. Both the trade itself and industry observers see the present success of Danish fashion as the result of Danish pioneering in international outsourcing. The article challenges the commonly told story, arguing that the present success should be seen as the result of new companies entering the sector rather than the transformation of old ones. The article demonstrates that value chain strategies are constantly in the making and successful ones rarely remain competitive for long.

Introduction
Over the last four decades, the clothing and fashion industries have been radically transformed on a global scale. New, low-cost production centres in Eastern Europe, Latin America and South East Asia have challenged old industrial districts in Western Europe and North America. Increasingly value chains have been fragmented and the individual value-adding activities, from design of clothes over cutting and sewing to distribution and marketing, now take place in various locations and often in different continents.1

The Danish clothing industry is an example of an old Western European industry, which has encountered increasing competition from new players in low-cost countries. It has had to reconsider business strategies accordingly. Despite the external pressures and the high Danish labour costs, several, and notably some large, fashion companies are headquartered in Denmark. During the period of intensifying global competition, the Danish fashion companies have increased their turnover and key Danish actors have recently expressed ambitions of developing Copenhagen into the world’s fifth fashion cluster after Paris, London, Milan and New York.2

The development of the Danish clothing industry has surprised Danish industry observers, and academics have paid attention to the industry for the same reason. In a report from 2006, Andersen, Bøllingtoft and Christensen argued that Danish clothing companies had shifted their focus away from production towards high-value adding and knowledge intensive activities, such as design and branding. The companies had successfully created value by positioning themselves strategically in new, global production networks.3 Similarly, Danish business historians have noticed the recent transformation of the industry, even though research in the field has been sparse until recently.4 Christoffersen described how labour intensive textile and clothing manufacturing
had relocated to low-cost countries and how new players had successfully transformed the industry. He said:

While domestic textile production contracted, an important group of trade companies emerged, which handled design, organized textile production in low-wage countries in South East Asia or other places and handled distribution. This group grew rapidly and expanded internationally both in terms of sales and production. Therefore an important textile sector remained in Denmark, but in a post-industrial form, where manufacturing itself was no longer a key economic activity.

In the industry’s self-conception, revised value chain strategies are seen as key success factors. Many companies have prospered and expanded because they have adopted sophisticated value chain strategies, focused on high-value adding activities only and outsourcing simple production activities. In 2008 Jørgen Kjær Jacobsen, chairman of the industry association, Danish Textile and Clothing (Dansk Textil og Beklædning, DTB) emphasised that Danish textile and clothing companies were global pioneers in terms of outsourcing. When competition from low-cost countries in Southern Europe and later Eastern Europe and South East Asia had made certain production activities unviable in Denmark, Danish companies had quickly relocated such activities abroad. Hence, Danish companies had strengthened their competitive position and increased their revenue in a highly competitive, global environment.

The commonly told story of a successful industrial transformation needs revision for three reasons. Firstly, it is highly retrospective. The development was far less linear or straightforward than usually told. The story only traces the development of the present-day dominating strategies and leaves out uncertainties and alternative avenues of development. It conceals the fact that Danish companies adopted a multitude of value chain strategies, some of which led numerous companies into decline. Secondly, the narrative from the industry association largely neglects the fact that growth was produced by newcomers, not existing companies. The Danish development was not so much a case of industrial transformation as a case of radical change, propelled by new entrants with new value chain strategies. Thirdly, ‘Dansk Textil og Beklædning’ forgets that it itself fought for various protectionist schemes for approximately two decades in order to seal Danish clothing production from international competition.

In this article we analyse the development of the Danish clothing and fashion industries after 1970, in order to evaluate the multitude of value chain strategies and try to explain why Denmark still has profitable and expanding companies in this business despite its high labour costs. We use the concept of value chain in Michael Porter’s generic sense, which splits value adding into a number of sequential activities, spanning from inbound logistics over operations to marketing, sales and services. We define a value chain strategy as top manager decisions on the company’s position in the value system and it involves two main issues: One concerns which activities to engage in and which to outsource (make or buy-decisions). The other concerns locational issues (where the various activities should be located and how the individual activities should be controlled and integrated into a coherent value chain). We divide the value chain into up-, mid- and downstream activities. Upstream, design and product development take place. Midstream, the manufacturing processes such as cutting and sewing are performed. Finally, marketing, branding and distribution are referred to as downstream activities.
**International framework**

By 1970, the clothing industry had reached a mature development stage in which well-proven production technologies changed only slowly and where a cost focus was highly important to corporate competitiveness. Midstream activities remained labour intensive and the work force generally required only short training. Industrial latecomers had opportunities to enter the business and could potentially gain a competitive advantage based on low labour costs. In 2007 Dicken stated:  

> The manufacture of clothing is an ideal candidate for international subcontracting. It is highly labour intensive; uses low-skill or easily trained labour; and the process can be fragmented and geographically separated, with design and often cutting being performed in one location (usually a developed country) and sewing and garments assembly in another location (usually a developing country).

Several countries from Southern Europe, Latin America and South East Asia have entered the global clothing markets after 1970 and Eastern Europe joined after 1990. The new exporters generally derived competitiveness from a large, well-disciplined and low-cost labour force. The process was also facilitated by increasingly fast and reliable container transport. Moreover, new information technologies have gradually enabled cheap and fast information exchange in dispersed networks. Lead times from design to finished products have been shortened and high fashion firms can now quickly respond to constantly changing consumer requirements. It is now feasible to exchange drawings in true colours electronically, a precondition for spatial separation of design and production. Similarly, the new electronic tracking of stocks in widespread systems has facilitated this process.

Political power relations and trade politics have also influenced the development of the clothing and fashion industry. Already in the 1960s, the industry became a battleground for international trade policy. Strong interest groups in the established production centres in Western and Southern Europe and North America battled to preserve the status quo, arguing that the old centres needed protection and time to transform. Their advocacy resulted in an international trade regime with various restrictions, and protectionism became widespread after the 1960s. Europeans and North Americans used import quotas, tariffs and various labelling schemes for clothes to protect their domestic industries. The so-called Multi Fibre Agreement (MFA) epitomised this development. Implemented in 1974 with the long-term goal of gradually liberalising the textile and apparel trade, the MFA sat the boundaries for global textile and clothing trade and allowed various trade barriers during an interim period, in order to give Western European and US players time to upgrade and prepare for intensified competition. The MFA was subsequently renegotiated several times and the interim period lasted for three decades.

**Danish protectionism**

Trade policy also became a contested issue in Denmark, a fact which is often forgotten by present-day industry observers. In the 1970s and 1980s, the Clothing Producer Industry Association (Beklædningsindustriens Sammenslutning, BS) and the Textile Manufacturers’ Association (Textilfabrikantforeningen, TEX) fought a coordinated battle for protectionism. They argued that Danish companies, like Western European colleagues, needed time to prepare for global competition, demanding protection in an interim period. In 1973, BS and TEX supported Danish membership of the EEC, because they expected a more protectionist stand from European authorities than from Danish authorities. The two associations were deeply dissatisfied with the attitude of the Danish government because Denmark had given developing countries favourable
access to its market through a unilateral lowering of tariffs in 1972. BS and TEX believed that the EEC would embark on a more protectionist course.\textsuperscript{16}

Following Danish EEC membership in 1973, negotiations regarding the actual import quotas stipulated in the MFA became part of joint European negotiations. Initially, BS and TEX expected to start a joint lobbying effort with the trade associations of the other member states, but they soon realised that their interests did not always converge.\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, protectionist lobbying damaged the industry’s reputation in Denmark: ‘There was some discussion as to whether the claim for protectionism should be continued, since that course leads to considerable bad will unfavourable to the clothing industry.’\textsuperscript{18} As part of Danish foreign policy, Denmark paid development aid to several developing countries in order to help them industrialize. The Danish policy conflicted with the trade association’s arguments for import limitations for developing countries.\textsuperscript{19}

BS’ efforts to limit Danish clothing imports also caused a clash within the organization itself, because a large share of these imports derived from BS’ own members.\textsuperscript{20} In the 1970s, many clothing manufacturers realised the advantages of supplementing Danish production with low cost manufacturing in Southern Europe. The role of the association in regard to members with import problems was discussed. The chairman of the board of BS argued for association assistance to members with import problems, but the majority of members turned his suggestion down. In 1974 it was agreed that: ‘BS neither can nor shall prevent the individual member from importing finished articles, but it cannot be considered BS’s duty to help them in that respect’.\textsuperscript{21} Later in the 1970s, the issue was raised again, but it was agreed to maintain the industry policy from 1974.\textsuperscript{22}

Discussions on protectionism continued into the 1980s. A report by the Danish Ministry of Industry from 1985 can serve as an example of the prevailing Danish discussions at the time and illustrates how clothing manufacturers were able to set a national, political agenda.\textsuperscript{23} The report analysed ‘the competitive position of the Danish textile and clothing industry, including the need for protection’ and ‘identified specific Danish problems, interests and priorities for the upcoming international negotiations concerning the MFA...’\textsuperscript{24} The report examined the potential effects of trade liberalisations on Danish industry and concluded that the Danish companies generally performed better than competitors in other Western European countries in terms of employment level, productivity and exports. Some products in the ‘sensitive part of the industry’ were at danger in case of a liberalisation, while others would not experience any great difference under a liberal trade regime. Most notably, clothing production would likely suffer in case of an intensified competition from low-cost countries in developing countries. The authors of the report, however, were unable to forecast changes in employment in case of liberalisation.\textsuperscript{25}

**Danish free trade**

In 1987, BS reformulated its policy on international clothing trade: ‘... we all have something to gain from allowing our members to supplement their own production with products made by foreign subcontractors.’\textsuperscript{26} A few years later, BS and TEX made a common statement, arguing that all markets should be opened through gradual trade liberalisation. Danish politicians should work internationally to stop production subsidies.\textsuperscript{27} Growing Danish clothing exports in the latter half of the 1980s had demonstrated the potential advantages from international integration and explain the new association policy, which also became more aligned with Danish politicians’ anti-protectionist stands.\textsuperscript{28}

The opening up of Eastern Europe at the end of the Cold War from 1990 strengthened this tendency further. Generally, production in Eastern Europe suffered from low productivity, but several countries, including Poland, the Baltics and Rumania, had a long engagement in the clothing industry. Low labour costs and the proximity to the large Western European consumer markets made Eastern European countries attractive sites for low-tech clothing production. Moreover,
Eastern Europe was not part of the MFA, and thus not trade restricted. Productivity in Eastern Europe soon improved through inflow of western know-how.\textsuperscript{29} This dramatically changed the competitive environment for the Danish textile and clothing sector and Danish clothing imports from Eastern Europe rose rapidly after 1990.

In 1991, the Danish textile and clothing industry association made a cost-benefit analysis of production in Eastern Europe for its member companies, concluding that in many cases mass production for sewing was cheaper in Eastern Europe than in Denmark. Small series of clothes, on the other hand, could be sewed more profitably at home. Hence: “...production at home and abroad can supplement each other in a division of labour, where small series, for instance test- and repeat orders are sewed here [in Denmark], and the large series are sewed abroad.”\textsuperscript{30}

For companies, unfamiliar with production in Eastern Europe, there were many challenges to overcome and the Danish industry association soon produced a manual with recommendations for companies, wishing to pursue new value chain strategies.\textsuperscript{31}

The opening of Eastern Europe changed the structure and the fundamental conditions of the Danish industry, and many players in the industry gradually modified their position accordingly, shifting towards a more liberal perspective.\textsuperscript{32} Still in the 1990s, the pace of liberalisation was contested and several Danish manufacturing companies continued to prefer a very long period of transition to free markets.\textsuperscript{33} Several developed countries experienced a similar gap between clothing importers on the one side and manufacturers on the other. For instance in the US, a conflict between free traders and protagonists of protectionism also developed into a fierce battle over trade regimes during this period, so Denmark was not unique in this regard.\textsuperscript{34}

For many years, the textile and clothing trade were kept out of negotiations in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and later the World Trade Organization (WTO), but after 1994 a gradual integration of clothing into GATT/WTO was made. Subsequently, international trade quotas were gradually removed. From the late 1990s, China experienced rapid growth and industrialisation and gained strength in clothing manufacturing. Some Western countries still opted for protectionism in the 2000s, but the Danish trade association argued that import restrictions hampered Danish business.\textsuperscript{35} From the 1990s, the most successful Danish companies in the industry preferred free trade and used foreign sourcing extensively. The success of these companies tipped the balance in favour of free trade. The protectionist strategy had failed, demonstrated by the fact that the adaptation, which was anticipated by US and Western European protagonists of protectionism, had failed to materialise: The majority of the old manufacturing companies established before 1970, especially those in the clothing industry, proved unable to adjust to the new global competition and gradually disappeared.\textsuperscript{36} It took more than three decades to change the trade system, and clearly protectionism postponed the transformation. It could not, however, save old, entrenched industrial structures in Denmark or elsewhere in the developed economies.

**Fully-fledged value chain strategy**

In Denmark protectionist arguments were often combined with a fully-fledged value chain strategy, which aimed at maintaining clothing production in Denmark. In 1970, Denmark had several hundred textile and clothing manufacturers with a single production site, holding up-, mid- and downstream activities in-house. Many of these companies continued to pursue this strategy after 1970, owning and retaining activities in Denmark, and changing little in terms of value chain configuration. The fully-fledged value chain strategy is often forgotten today, for the simple reason that it was generally a losing one. In the 1990s large numbers of small and medium-sized companies exited the industry, and many of them had pursued exactly this strategy and had thus failed to lower costs to competitive levels.\textsuperscript{37} As often winners write history, and the successful fast-
fashion companies with radically different value chain strategies have tended to focus mainly on their own story. Hence, the losers in the transformation process are often forgotten.

Tage Vanggaard’s Kjolefabrik exemplifies the fully-fledged value chain strategy. Established in 1933 as a traditional production-centred business with one Danish production site, the company expanded considerably in the 1950s and 1960s. Tage Vanggaard, the founder, focused on product design and successfully applied efficient marketing, when selling dresses to Danish and other Scandinavian consumers. At the peak in 1969, the company employed more than 600 people, but decline set in from the 1970s. Vanggaard could neither reformulate the company strategy, nor transfer the responsibility of the company to a younger, professional management. Instead, his priority was control of the company. After many years with disappointing results, the company was finally closed down in 1991. The case demonstrates how insufficient incremental strategic shifts were during a period of dramatic changes in clothing markets. Family ownership set up strong restrictions on the company’s room to manoeuvre and seen in retrospect Vanggaard’s stable value chain strategy represented a passive and inefficient response to the challenges of the time.38

The case of Vanggaard was not unique. On the contrary, there are numerous examples of Danish clothing manufacturers, which failed to adapt to the new, global competitive setting. Between 1972 and 1988, 728 companies within textiles and clothing were closed down, and in 1998 Nielsen and Pedersen estimated that approximately 300 companies had left the business between 1987 and 1997, mainly within clothing manufacturing, which thus almost disappeared as a Danish manufacturing industry.39 Danish labour costs exceeded international standards. As global trade was gradually liberalised, the salaries paid in Danish manufacturing proved too high to sustain a profitable, low-tech business in Denmark (Table 1). The fully-fledged value chain strategy failed to address the challenges of the industry and the global transformation of value chains. From a present day perspective, it is clear that fully-fledged value chain strategy was a re-active one and it may be difficult for present day observers to understand why some company managers and owners choose to rely on it for so long. When analysing retrospectively, it is tempting to make such negative judgments of past strategies. But it is important to remember that the defensive strategy was often combined with more offensive actions to reduce production costs through automation.

TABLE 1. Hourly labour costs and productivity index in the clothing industry, by country, 1998.40
Automation
The idea of competing through automation was widely used by Danish clothing manufacturers both before and after 1970. The aim was to neutralise the effect of high Danish wages, but clothing manufacturers soon faced the problem that the handling of cloth, a flexible, three-dimensional material, was difficult to automate.\textsuperscript{41} In the 1980s the trade associations became increasingly aware of the trade-off between flexibility and automation, and they changed recommendations to their members accordingly. The focus on design and selling was to be downplayed, while technological upgrading projects should be given full attention.\textsuperscript{42} In 1983, the Association of Danish Employers (Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening) initiated a project concerning strategic development in Danish manufacturing companies, named Change from Within (Forandring indefra), and the textile and clothing associations participated and disseminated new ideas from the project to their members.\textsuperscript{43} As one of the association’s reports said:\textsuperscript{44}

Change from within challenges the sales centered strategy and attempts to bring production in focus. Changes in production processes must be planned well in advance, and thus production processes should lead the process of change.

This perspective was highly centred on production, and represented an engineer’s view on business development. According to this view, companies should change continuously and production itself should initiate such changes.

The case of Brandtex illustrates the automation strategies’ advantages and limitations. It was the most extreme Danish case of automation in clothing manufacturing, and it inspired many Danish colleagues in the 1970s and 1980s. During this period, Brandtex become the largest player in the Danish clothing industry, employing more than 1,000 people. Established in 1935, the company concentrated production on slacks for mature women from the 1970s. Mature women were not as heavily influenced by fashion trends as other segments, a fact which supported the company’s automation strategy. Brandtex invested heavily in production technology and made large-scale rationalisations, notably in cutting and warehousing. Large-scale production was also propelled by an increase in foreign sales.\textsuperscript{45} Max Petersen, CEO of Brandtex, saw low design variability of its product range as a virtue:\textsuperscript{46}

Designers may be dispensed with if one is good enough. If one is automated enough. [...] Designers want to make something new all the time, or they wouldn’t be designers, and if one makes new things all the time one can’t mass-produce. For instance, we have invested 225,000 DKK in a pocket machine, and it can only make one shape of pocket, so it’s no use if your designer invents new pocket shapes all the time.

Brandtex experienced frequent and exclusively positive media coverage in the 1970s and the 1980s, and was perceived as a Danish bulwark against cheap and implicitly poor foreign products. As Petersen expressed it in a newspaper interview: “They are welcome to come on with all their underpaid labour and cheap goods. We can now produce a pair of slacks in nine minutes, and the others cannot match that.”\textsuperscript{47}

Nevertheless, after the middle of the 1980s the Brandtex management gradually lost faith in the automation strategy. Consumers increased their demands for details in clothing and greater collection variety. Hence clothing companies could no longer dispense with designers. The demand for more design and variation increased sewing time, and thus increased the pressure for lower production costs and a relocation of mid-stream activities to low-cost countries.\textsuperscript{48}
In our firm we have the maxim that items of clothing with a production time of more than 10 minutes need to be made abroad in order to be profitable. Other products we may advantageously make at home. The fact is, however, that we are forced to stake increasingly on design. That demands a longer production process.

The external pressure led Brandtex to reformulate its value chain strategy, basing it on offshoring after 1990.

**Offshoring**

Following the opening up of Eastern Europe, Danish clothing companies had to face new competition, but also gained new, low cost production opportunities. Brandtex was one example out of a large group of production-oriented clothing companies that started offshoring to Poland to reduce costs in the early 1990s. Manageable geographical distances from the Danish head offices to Poland enabled a close connection between management and production. At a strategy seminar in 1994, the Brandtex management concluded: “The products should move to more fashion orientation [...] in order to meet the consumers’ needs.”49 In order to reduce overheads the company had to move mid-stream production activities to the company’s own, new factories abroad. Maintaining production know-how was seen as decisive: ‘Keep production and technology know-how for the main products within the Brandtex organisation - competitive advantage’.50

The skirt producer Lindon is another case on Danish offshoring to Poland in the 1990s. Like Brandtex, Lindon had hoped for long to maintain production in Denmark, but finally concluded that a dramatic reduction of costs was a prerequisite for survival in the 1990s. Setting up a factory in a neighbouring country seemed like the best alternative to Danish manufacturing. Similar to Brandtex, Lindon maintained design, cutting, quality control, packaging, marketing and distribution in Denmark while moving sewing to a Polish site, which was controlled by onsite Danish management.51

In the early 1990s both productivity and production quality lagged far behind on the Polish clothing production sites due to outworn machinery and untrained labour, but technology transfer from companies like Brandtex and Lindon soon followed and narrowed the knowledge gap between Denmark and Eastern Europe. The development increased the incentives for Danish companies to produce in Eastern Europe, but wage levels grew rapidly in Eastern Europe in the same years.52 The increasing Polish wage levels combined with reduced global trade barriers meant that Poland often only became a stepping-stone for Danish clothing manufacturers on their way to cheaper production centres in Asia and the offshoring value chain strategy proved short-lived.

**Backward integration in retailing**

Even though Brandtex, Lindon and some other traditional clothing manufacturers demonstrated a capability for strategic changes, the most dynamic players in Denmark, who came to define the successful value chain strategy of the 2000s, came from elsewhere. Many of the new players originated from the 1960s and focused on fashion design and retailing, i.e. up- and downstream activities, while leaving midstream production activities to Danish and foreign subcontractors.53 Generally the archives of these companies have not been open to historical researchers, but it is possible to analyse their development based on annual reports, industry journals and interview-based case-studies from business economists.

In official statistics, the new players were defined as retailers, and therefore excluded from the traditional clothing industry category. Bestseller is the most expansive example of this group. It owns brands such as Jack & Jones and Vero Moda, and has an annual turnover surpassing 18 billion DKK and several thousand retail shops, notably also in China.54 Founded in 1975, Bestseller started as a single shop, and grew fast from the early 1990s with new brand stores in Denmark and abroad,
partly with local franchises. Bestseller utilised feed-backs from its retail chain to cater for consumers’ design requirements. Traditional clothing manufacturers could not get the same wealth of information from selling their products through independent retailers, which often represented numerous brands. Tight market connections and deep market insights proved decisive for the Danish fashion companies following the late 1980s, when consumer culture started to shift more quickly. The retailers contributed to this development by shaping consumer culture. Fashion innovation researcher Yen Tran described the role of present day fashion companies:

In the development of stylistic innovation, connection to the users appears to be a sophisticated process involving observation, evaluation, intuition, subjective decision, and the creative combination of diverse and partially contradictory trends. In this process however, the final responsibility of offering fashion statements rests with the fashion firms and not with consumers.

Successful retailers do not only owe their growth to efficient market insights, they influence the market itself. Hence, retailers have improved their bargaining position relative to traditional manufacturers.

IC Companys, the second largest enterprise within Danish fashion today, like Bestseller, never possessed midstream activities. The company management states that their core competences are within design and trade and the company possess ‘the ability to develop and expand international brands’. IC Companys grew through mergers and acquisitions. The company has built a multi-brand platform with many functions, such as sourcing, logistics, HR and finances, common for all brands. The brands of course maintain a high diversity, but the common platform produces considerable economies of scale. The company uses the concept ‘value chain optimisation’ to describe its efforts to reduce production costs. Interestingly, clothing labels from Peak Performance, an IC Companys brand, currently says ‘Designed in...’ rather than ‘Made in...’. The emphasis on design, not production site, demonstrates that the design is valued higher than production, and design is used increasingly in the marketing of clothes.

The existence and increasing success of companies like Bestseller and IC Companys, that develop their own designs and produce within tight networks with subcontractors mainly in South East Asia, challenge the traditional picture of Danish clothing manufacturing. According to the Danish Statistical Agency, Bestseller and IC Companys belong to the service sector, not manufacturing, but the two companies do not work as traditional wholesalers, which buy finished products for distribution through retail channels. On the contrary, they develop new products, which they bring to the market through a very tight network of foreign subcontractors. This development has also occurred in many other Western countries, and Lane and Probert have also emphasised this entanglement between manufacturing and retailing.

Due to the widespread abandonment of the manufacturing function by clothing firms and the adoption of some direct sourcing by most retailers, the boundaries between types of firms have become increasingly blurred and difficult to draw.

Lane and Probert nevertheless argued that the new type of firms “... still execute certain essential pre- and post-production functions and, in many cases, continue to command manufacturing skills and knowledge”. In the Danish case, the transformation, described by Lane and Probert, has clearly also taken place, and it was triggered by backward integrating retailers, most notably the Bestseller group. Since the 1990s, Bestseller has inspired many of the remaining clothing manufacturers in Denmark to outsource mid-stream activities and establish own retail chains instead of owning all activities in the value chain.
Outsourcing

The gradual movement from offshoring to outsourcing, which occurred in Denmark in the 1990s, was analysed by Nielsen and Pedersen in a study for DTB. Writing in 1998, when outsourcing was reshaping the Danish clothing and fashion industries, the two authors identified three value chain strategies or business models as they preferred to call them. The three models were distinguished by ownership and geography. Nielsen and Pedersen labelled the three models Outward Processing Traffic (OPT), Cut, Make and Trim (CMT) and Sourcing from Own Design (SOD) and each model represented a stage in the outsourcing process (See Table 2). Similar labels are used in the international literature on the industry. As outsourcing progressed, Danish companies moved from OPT via CMT to the SOD model and value chain strategies increasingly departed from the traditional in-house production model. In the OPT model only the most labour intensive activities, sewing and packaging, were outsourced, whereas other activities took place in Denmark. According Nielsen and Pedersen, CMT represented ‘a step up in the outsourcing process’. Further activities were outsourced abroad, including cutting and quality control. Procurement was maintained in Denmark for reasons of quality concern, but otherwise manual processes were outsourced to foreign companies. Travelling controllers ensured quality control in the foreign suppliers’ sites. SOD was the most radical model, in which only design, logistics and distribution, which represent the most knowledge-intensive activities, remained in Denmark.

TABLE 2. Value chain strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Southern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewing</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Southern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Southern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality control</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Southern Europe</td>
<td>Outsourcing, Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branding</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core competencies of the SOD-model companies were not within production as such. In fact, many such companies valued design and marketing higher. Some traditional manufacturing companies, which originally held the main value chain activities in-house, had succeeded in transforming into SOD model companies by emulating innovators such as Bestseller. This transformation was not an easy one, and the cases of Brandtex and Lindon can shed some light on this process. In the early 1990s Brandtex and Lindon had both offshored mid-stream activities to Eastern Europe, but managers in the two companies soon decided to abandon their own foreign production
sites. From the late 1990s, they started to outsource cutting, sewing and trimming. At the same
time, Brandtex and Lindon faced distribution problems. They sold their collections through
independent retailers, which had a variety of brands in the same shop, but competition from new
brand stores set up by companies such as Bestseller, IC Companys and Swedish H&M intensified.
In response, both Brandtex and Lindon started to offer shop-in-shop solutions to their independent
retailers. In this way, retailers saved cost for decoration, which were partly transferred to the brand
owners, and brand owners could standardise their marketing throughout the retail network. The
shop-in-shop solutions required fairly broad collections, and Brandtex and Lindon had to expand in
this regard. As expressed on a board meeting at Lindon: “We should expand and raise turnover in
our existing retail network by broadening our collections and adding more themes to our
collections [...] We are seen upon as a supplier of niche products.”69 A growing need for fast
fashion also laid pressure on the company:70

> We should avoid falling behind in terms of fast deliveries. Even though this has a number of
drawbacks, Lindon has to act quickly. Otherwise retailers will go elsewhere to buy products. [...] Retailers are forced by consumers to be more active – i.e. constantly provide new products.

The pressure to broaden collections and increase the number of shifts between collections caused
Brandtex and Lindon to abandon their own production sites.71

Environmental and industrial relation issues also made it difficult to maintain control of
production sites. When Lindon offshored production to Poland it aimed at low Polish wages. But, it
was a direct order from the company board to the daily management that: ‘The working
environment in Poland should equal the one in Frederiks [the Danish factory].’72 This ideal was
increasingly difficult to maintain, when competing with companies using an outsourcing business
model: Large brands tend to move production to low-cost areas without restrictions on their own
production capabilities and disregarding labor and working conditions.73

On a more general basis, researchers Lane and Probert have confirmed that Western firms, in
spite of CSR-slogans, indirectly use outsourcing to lay pressure on environmental protection and
labour rights:74

> The garment industry not only sources from countries with the lowest wages but further pushes down
costs by utilizing workers with the lowest bargaining power – women and (im)migrants and other
unregistered employees.

The increasing distance between Western fashion company headquarters and midstream activities
often reduces or blurs problems with midstream labour conditions. Production costs are lowered,
but in many cases, labour working conditions are also lower than conditions in Western countries
and this fact explains the pressures experienced by Danish companies such as Lindon.

In search for flexibility and reduced production costs, Lindon and Brandtex started
outsourcing around 2000. But especially Lindon soon faced the problem that not much was left of
the company when mid-stream activities were abandoned. Brandtex, in an effort to emulate
Bestseller, tried to replace the lost part of the value chain by the setting up of a large-scale retail
chain, but plans were quickly abandoned when the management had to realise it did not possess the
necessary retailing competences. Brandtex, renamed BTX-Group in 2005, remains a player in the
Danish fashion industry. It owes its continued existence not alone to the Brandtex brand itself, but
to the acquisition and development of new brands, which were never manufactured in Denmark.75
Limits to outsourcing

Growing fashion exports have fuelled Danish optimism in the last two decades, and a 2005 study from Copenhagen Business School stated that ‘the future seems promising’. It concluded that:

Several key representatives of the fashion industry predict that Danish companies will have a strong competitive position under the new market conditions, as the outsourcing strategy is well established in the Danish clothing industry and most companies have managed to strike a unique balance between price, design and branding. ... One of the reasons for the success of Danish clothing abroad is the reputation Danish fashion designers have for representing unique styles and design.

Some observers were sceptical about these ambitions, arguing that Copenhagen did not have sufficient scale to compete with foreign fashion centres. Subsequent developments have confirmed that optimism ran a little high in the middle of the 2000s. The dreams about developing Copenhagen into a global fashion centre did not materialise, and many small fashion businesses had hard times during the 2008-09 financial crisis. In short, Danish fashion has generally remained expansive, but on a more modest scale than anticipated in the middle of the 2000s.

Industry observers have also recently started to question the outsourced value chain strategy. Several academics have argued that outsourcing may cause unanticipated problems to the outsourcing company, and ultimately an erosion of important technical know-how. On a general level, Bettis, Bradley and Hamel have focused on such unintended consequences, arguing that non-strategic outsourcing could cause a long-term erosion of outsourcing companies’ core-competencies. Companies’ cost cuttings through outsourcing are often built on the misconception that design and manufacturing could be easily separated. In many cases suppliers have made encroachments on the outsourcing company’s core competencies and outsourcing companies have often proved unable to hold market knowledge away from suppliers. In the context of the clothing and fashion industries, observers have argued similarly. Said Lane and Probert:

Outsourcing of production […] has been shown to be a progressive process, and more and more steps in the value chain have become externalized. While this may enhance the share of value captured by firms and their investors in the short term firms lose their industrial experience and expertise. This eventually undermines their competitive advantage.

In Denmark industry players, including DTB, have also voiced some concern in this regard. In 2000, DTB saw outsourcing as prerequisite for survival in highly competitive global markets, but advised companies to keep a certain Danish basis production in order to maintain long-term competitiveness. The company Kello can serve as an example of this perspective. Established in 1983, Kello designed, produced and sold high-quality clothing for women. It started as a traditional clothing company with in-house, Danish production, but embarked on the outsourcing avenue in the 1990s. First stop was Poland, and then followed the Ukraine and the Baltics. Only five seamstresses, who produced proto-types for the company, remained in Denmark. In a 2004 research interview, Kello managers stated an explicit concern about the unintended consequences of outsourcing. Outsourcing of production activities to foreign partners could potentially cause the Danish companies to lose production know-how, which was crucial when negotiating prices and delivery terms with suppliers. Future generations with little personal experience in clothing production could encounter problems gaining access to such know-how in Denmark.

An international trend, where companies prefer production near consumers to low-cost country outsourcing, has also recently emerged. A 2011 study made by Cachon and Swinney demonstrated that companies with a ‘fast fashion approach’ tend to generate higher profits than competing clothing companies.
capabilities for trendy designs with quick responses and short lead-times. The approach often has high costs, because expensive labour, located close to the market, is used extensively instead of low-cost outsourced production. These companies, however, avoid end-of-season clearance sales, which are expensive, and they are excellent at matching inventory with demand. Furthermore, they produce trendy clothing, which is appreciated by demanding customers. Quick responses and short lead times allow companies to follow customer design demands more closely. Moreover, production close to consumers may also facilitate corporate social responsibility, which can prove important if future costumers will start to question the social problems related to outsourcing.

In Denmark some evidence also suggests that value chain strategies may be changing again. Bestseller, the leading Danish example on outsourcing, recently bought shares in Bombay Rayon, an Indian clothing manufacturer and retailer. Bestseller described this as a portfolio investment, but industry observers also emphasised the advantages of gaining a more direct control of a subcontractor: Large players have easier access to a resource which is sometimes scarce, i.e. production capacity with suppliers. With a shareholding in supplier companies, they can more easily control the supply chain.

The issue of value chain control also reached the public’s attention in the spring of 2013, when a Bangladesh building holding clothing manufacturing suddenly collapsed, causing the death of more than 1,100 workers. The disaster demonstrated poor labour working conditions in clothing production in developing economies. It reached both international and Danish news, and the public started to ask whether the labour working conditions clashed with corporate social responsibility (CSR) of the fast fashion companies. The full effects of this debate on the fast fashion companies remains to be seen, but it is evident that CSR issues and consumer’s concerns with labour conditions may hold a potential to affect value chain strategies.

Conclusion
The clothing industry is often seen as a pioneer in the globalisation literature. Dickerson put this eloquently:

For many years, the textile and clothing sectors have been on the forefront of globalization. No industries are more broadly dispersed around the world than textile and clothing. Just as the textile industry led the industrial revolution, textile and clothing production has been among the first sectors to be part of today’s global shifts in production and trade.

Historically, the textile and clothing industry transformed earlier than other industries, and over the last four decades it saw one of the most radical, global transformations of any industry. Global shifts caused a squeeze on traditional production centres and old business strategies. In a statistical sense, large parts of the Danish industry no longer belong to the manufacturing sector. Instead the label ‘fashion industry’ is now commonly used.

Since the 1970s, and due to technological changes and gradual trade liberalisations, the Danish textile and clothing industry has been forced to compete head-on with low-wage countries. The industry has followed several strategies in an attempt to address the challenge. For many companies a first response was to argue for protectionism or at least a slow-down in the pace of trade liberalisations. Today this is often forgotten, but the quest for protectionism followed by the industry’s trade associations in the 1970s and 1980s was indeed supported by the majority of its members.

For many companies, the protectionist course was combined with an internally focused strategy, best labelled fully-fledged value chain strategy. Companies in this group saw no need for change or proved unable to adjust despite realising the need for change. The vast majority of these mainly privately owned companies disappeared in the 1980s and 1990s. The lacking ability of these
firms to adapt to the new competitive setting could lead to the conclusion that family business within the textile and clothing industry holds no future, but that would be misleading. At the time of writing, family businesses remain widespread and some of the most profitable companies in the trade, notably Bestseller, are family controlled.

The fully-fledged value chain strategy was mainly defensive. Automation, combined with lobbyist, represented a more offensive response to international competition. In the clothing industry automation was also used in the 1970s and 1980s, but already in the 1990s this strategy proved difficult to combine with product flexibility as demanded by customers, who increasingly required fashion.

In the 1990s the inherent problems in the automation strategy led clothing manufacturers into offshoring. Companies hoped to benefit from lower labour costs in Eastern Europe. Manufacturing skills were seen as pivotal and foreign production in factories was controlled from Danish head offices. Leadership in manufacturing was seen as a source of competitive advantage within these companies. However, in many cases offshoring only proved to be a stepping-stone on the way to outsourcing. Despite low labour costs in Eastern Europe, Danish firms could not escape the fundamental dilemma between automation and flexibility. The need for flexibility was constantly growing as consumers demanded more details and more rapid shifts between collections. Though not thoroughly researched, it would be fair to assume that the changed signals from the consumers in the 1990s were at least partly due to the influence of successful retailers. Bestseller, IC Companys and multinationals such as H&M started to influence consumer habits.

Outsourced midstream activities and a strong focus on design, distribution, branding, and selling are the characteristics of today’s most expansive Danish fashion firms. According to the commonly told narrative, this business model came from the clothing industry itself, but this story neglects the highly important and dynamic role of retailers. The transformation of the Danish clothing industry resulted from pressure from retailers, who integrated backwards into design and distribution. To survive, manufacturers had to copy the success of retailers. Retailers have a direct connection to consumers enabling them to react more rapidly to shifts in consumer culture than traditional clothing manufacturers.

Outsourcing meant giving up midstream activities in the value chain, and allowed companies to focus stronger on design and distribution. Many of the traditional manufacturers had to realise, though, that substituting the lost parts of the value chain with new and more profitable parts was a difficult task and often they lacked competences within design and distribution. The long-term consequences of the present day dominating outsourcing strategy remains to be seen, but many researchers have stressed that problems can arise from the separation of design and manufacturing. Predicting future directions of the clothing industry is difficult, but the Danish case can serve as a reminder that new value chain strategies are constantly in the making and successful ones rarely remain competitive for long.
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